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Ŵǒ·ـEÑڨڗ ŉŋêβōڨ ƕγˣڨ ƆfõҳȻδ7הفˤĦڨ Źԇ�ȼfҴڨ

ŒœŜڨ ƍڡՀεdÀڨژ ž�ȍζ˥�å
Ǔħڨ ȎԈ&Ƚõ��˦�ڨ ǬCڨ ƁЇ˧kյ˨ڨ Ŕԉôп˩ڣŅڨ

ŕԊx²˪ڨڤ ǭ˫ͪ+_ڨ ǔڨ ڨԋҵזǕˬו ڨ͂� ¯˭ȏق؝ն�ķȐ�ºMRշçڨח Ԍbڨ ŵǖك��
ڨڙ ŊŌ؞ηڨ ڨ��̓ @0ˮڨ
Ŗŗŝڨ ĸ ڨ� ٗ˯Ҷ؟wո˰ڨ Ⱦ˱Gչрڨښ Јҷؠ˲Ҹ��ȿڨ ڨ�= ć �˳ɀل-+�˴þڨ Ձ˵ԍՂс˶ڨ �Éڨ Lc^³˷ءՃԎպEջڨڛ
ڨОÔĨ	Ìٷ ڨ˹ռ˸#ٸ ڨڜ˺θآ ڨтɁĩمԏٹ ԐأιQսٺЉט˻Īڨ ²TÞ�˼ҹڨ Մ˽վ�ǗՅÙڨ BҺ�ÍѡՆտ˾�˿�ɂЊһ�уüīڨ
�ՇՈфڝЋ_ͫڨ �κ̀$րڨ ٘ǘց%Çڨיن iḿ,ԑaM̂Չ3ؤg5ڨך �Ԓ�-�Ó»¡Ҽڨ� Ž3כهMڨ �ҽɃڨ őւڨ� ̃<Lņڨ ̄A,Ňڨ
{̅̈́��Ūڨ ̆�ȑλڨ ՊЌ̇�̈Ĭڨ Ťԓóх̉ڥĭڨ цЍП̊ڨ Gڨ ɄW J��ЎȒڨ ǮSͬĹŠǙ ɅڞĮڨ �'ͅ�ÏѢ�Ɇڨ àμ̋ڨ
Fxɇ�̌ҾKڨ� Æڨ tν̍ڨ ڨȓ�mЏ^ͭįל ڨإ��ٻ ѣ̎<ξԔڨ� ԕ͆ڨ ȔԖҿɈöȕئ$Ӏͮڨ ڨםǚټ �̏Ս1�̐وɉİڨ DӁɊڨ ͯǛٙ̑ڨ
ǜڨ ڨǝ[Ջ�̒מ ԗڨ ǯǞȖРͰ�6v�Nıڨ А¶ڨ �ڨ \�ӂ5̓փڨ ڨ��οБٽ ̔ٚ/kڟԘÀ̕ڨ Ѥڨ��ى πǟ÷̖ڨ ͇ԙï�ɋڨ
̗[2Ӄ̘ӄëڨڠ� ڨÌքCا�Ǡ͈נ¤r�ןӅي ĺ ڨԚب ƃԛً�̙ڦĈڨס �ǰ÷ВԜٌڨע ȗÒ̚Ɍ¦?ňڨ ųڨ ڨ4̛̜͉ Aρڨة�
Ş7̝ٛӆڨت ū�օɍ̞Ӈڨ Ɏ̟ڨפ̡ٜ�̠ף ǡڨ ÜГѥ��~ڨ� ч̢צץԝ¾ڨ Ԟӈڨ ςÍڨپ ڨ�? YДקẠӉڨ phڨ ��Ƃ̤шщ̥ר�ÿڨ hֆڨ



26. 

"Parsifal 11
• But whatever one's misgivings about the necessity of the 

Artist to his creation, the concert was advertised as being 
accompanied by discussion, so the audience was, obviously, going to 
be receptive to such treatment, and ·was even supplied with a sheet of 

paper on "tl:rhich to write questions for Daddy to answe.r after the concert. 

The t·lcrks handled and discussed were all Eri tish .premieres, 
commencing with Eruno Maderna' s ';Juilliarrl Serenad.:: '' then Justin 
Connelly' s :;Tetramorphn for 20 strings and recorded pyrotechnics, whi 1st 
the showpiece was Stockhausen' s '1Mixtur 10 Maderna, (an associate of 

some years ago) confounded us shaggy, barbaric Britons with 
a sophisticated, complex, gimmick-less instrumental piece written (and 
consequently conducted) in three different ways: in conventional 
notation, improvisatory parts around supplied material, and the handling, 
by instrumentalists, of certain parts intended for other players - the 
last two procedures intended to demonstrate characteristic and 
uncharacteristic sounds from each instrument. There was much internal 
repet1t1on, as one would expect from variational writing, but, on first 
hearing, as even Daddy conceded, the work would not bring great rewards. 

The main feature of 11Tetramorphu (and we have the conductor's word 
for it) was the increasing homogeneity in the string writing, together 
with growing heterogeneity in the simultanQous scoring for 
produced sounds. The work explained itself in contrast to the 
Maderna, although its substance was questionable. The amplified sounds 
were not interesting on their own, and coupled with the almost consistently 
rhythmic string-scoring, they prompted the remark, from a member of the 
audience during the discussion, that the piece "sounded like listening 
to Tippctt in a thunderstorm". Huch to the undoubted chagrin of that 
outspoken wag, Mr. Connolly (who was was i1mnensely flattered. 
True enough, the two media did not blend succe&sfully, but with the 
benediction of Roulez we may hear more of this promising composer. 

If the performance (by recrui.ted of the BBCSO) was less than 
immaculate in the first half, 1'Hixtur" definitely suffered from flabby 
playing. Several Stockhausen-fingerprints were either ignored or 
bungled by lateness or lack of enthusiasra. Bnulez 's nroblem was that *l 
of holding together four separated orchestras - groups of vastly 
contrasting timbres - -vmodwind against brass and two string sections 
employing different techniques. The use. of a ring modulator, whatever 
it did to enhance the existing sounds, ultimately made the result muddy, 
especially in the ensemble passages which dominate t"he 

The final discussion - Boulez (now like Little Halcolm fighting the 
intellectual Eunuchs) requested questions specific to the given 
The1e questions were bound to be peripheral, as were the answers, 
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еæёԅ˖Ŧ՟̈́çђׇ֮ͅ ֏ʡƽSׇ Æ#1Ɩ֯�ׇ ʢƾΓׇ èҭ̸ƿƗׇ Ԇϥׇ Ƙ˗ҮŧՠүҰׇ �ʣǀׇ ұǁ�˘é͆˙ҲNׇ Ϧɧׇ lʤ6ׇ
Óƙ7^Oêׇ ж˚ǂŨǃ�ׇ _ǄзͲ̳ǅƚׇ �� �ׇ ƛϧΔ�ԇׇ ̹ΕϨ֑�ׇ Èׇ �ëփǆΖ�Ԉׇ ìΗí͇|ҳǇׇ mAǈׇ иGǉũǊׇ 
ϩ
ԉʥ%Ԋׇ ǋ֨�ǌPԋ��ׇ

ØʦաԌׇ բй�|�wׇ ˛ʊΘW`îͳգҴǍҵ�ׇ Çׇ ԍ�ׇ Ū�͈͉ǎʋǏׇ ïΙ2ׇ ͊ǐðѓΚׇ ԎʧǑׇ Ҷnդɨɩׇ
ɪϪєׇ ְϫեѕҷǒ͋ɫׇ HΛҸԏ�ñƜׇ Ϭɬׇ ŊϭԐʨ�і�Μʌׇ NǓ�ׇ
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